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Can we do so in a manner that is
rigorous yet also accessible,
associative and playful — not
unlike running itself? !
!
Can we incorporate non-Western
and feminist perspectives to
enrich dominant discourses? !
!
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As we consider such
(new) possibilities of
running, what are the
(new) ways of
thinking and talking
about (re-presenting)
running? !

Could we activate
running as a creative
technology that may
enable us to re-imagine
the way we engage with
the world? !

Is it possible to
consider running
beyond a sport or
exercise, and to
re-configure it as
an artistic
discourse? !
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Wal This talk would be meaningless if not tested
against practice. Fieldwork includes walking —
no, running — out of the Ivory Tower, to get my
hands — and feet — dirty, to run. !

)!

Public- and world-facing, activities are situated within and beyond the artistic an

Within the well-trodden cultural tradition of walking, male walkers like Wordsworth,
Rousseau, Basho, and Richard Long cast big shadows. !
Given the global running boom of the past 45 years or so, philosophers, geographers and
neuroscientists have begun to sit up and pay attention to running (for example Lieberman
2004; Austin 2007; Mattson 2012; Latham 2015). Yet, existing discourses ignore non-!
Western conceptions of knowledge and the body (even though ‘non-Western people’ run, !
too!). Critical feminist perspectives are limited, and the figure of the runner as a solitary, !
male, Romantic persists (see for instance Sheehan 1975; Lorimer 2010; Rowlands 2013).
Think Caspar David Friedrich’s protagonist in Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, throw his
walking stick into the sea, swop his suit for running shorts, add heroic grunting and you !
have the contemporary running MAMIL (middle-aged man in lycra). It seems that some of
these runners are not just re-tracing the walking forerunners, but re-enacting the self-!
seriousness and logocentric modes of knowledge production. !

d academic worlds. Interdisciplinary and practice-related, the interventions and!
innovations are disruptive and theoretically-grounded as they are light-footed, light-!
hearted and light-headed; critical and pragmatic as they are quixotic and bonkers.!
!
Examples include the ‘Running-Discourse’, in which participants conduct!
discourses about running while running (performed for instance at Document
a 2012), and hybrid events such as the RUN! RUN! RUN! International
Festival of Running 1.0 (held at the Slade Research Centre 2014), in!
which people gathered to celebrate and critique running via presentations,!
paintings, performances, running tours, films and workshops. Then, there are!
‘performance-lectures’, which are scripted talks accompanied by highly
-collaged moving images (such as one presented at the Association of!
American Geographers’ Annual Meeting, 2015). Sound and image dance!
and battle with each another, enacting the exuberance of running, yet also!
raising questions about academic and artistic conventions of knowledge!
production.!
!
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Art educators also may capitalise running as a teaching apparatus that is student!
-centred, and research- and practice-based, too, by going for runs with students in the
streets for example. Students learn as fellow researchers conducting field work — via
running — with the teacher, about, for instance, relational aesthetics, site-specificity,!
psychogeography, body politics, kinaesthetic learning, stories and histories of the city,
‘live’ art, and the importance of experience and observation. In other words, the entire
city is transformed into a vibrant classroom or studio. As a format running may also!
help to demystify research, proving that research can be unintimidating and inclusive.!
!
The worlds of art and art education aside, this is a call for people!

from all walks of life to draw on running as a catalyst to gain
Come run — literally, metaphorically — with me.
Join my RUN! RUN! RUN! International Body For
Research, a think tank that is not run-of-the(tread-)mill. The Co-Director is geographer !

Dr Alan Latham, and members hail from
psychology, Fine Art, and community engagement.
Branches spread from London to Leeds, Cardiff and
Singapore. We talk and think about running, and ask
questions about running. We run, too. !
Let us RUN! RUN! RUN! Let us create !
a new movement. !

an insight into how we may relate to the city, state, and technology
, as well as to employ running as a starting point to work through cri
tical issues like privacy and wellbeing. In addition, I would like to!
present a case of how running may function as a responsive and!
cursory mechanism to cut across disciplinary and institutional!
boundaries and to help join up thinking in a nonlinear manner,!
including the assimilation of non-canonical discourses.!
At the same time, this is not about running at all,!
but a call to invent your own ‘running’, to see the world with
a sense of playfulness, to ask questions — without!
necessarily running into any grand answers.!
!

